We re-analysed numerous archival Chandra X-ray observations of the bright supernova remnant (SNR) 1E 0102.2-7219 in the Small Magellanic Cloud, to validate the detection of a neutron star (NS) in the SNR by Vogt et al. (2018) . Careful attention to the background is necessary in this spectral analysis. We find that a blackbody + power-law model is a decent fit, suggestive of a relatively strong B field and synchrotron radiation, as in a normal young pulsar, though the thermal luminosity would be unusually high for young pulsars. Among realistic NS atmosphere models, a carbon atmosphere with B = 10 12 G best fits the observed X-ray spectra. Comparing its unusually high thermal luminosity (L bol = 1.1 +1.6 −0.5 × 10 34 ergs s −1 ) to other NSs, we find that its luminosity can be explained by decay of an initially strong magnetic field (as in magnetars or high B-field pulsars) or by slower cooling after the supernova explosion. The nature of the NS in this SNR (and of others in the Magellanic Clouds) could be nicely confirmed by an X-ray telescope with angular resolution like Chandra, but superior spectral resolution and effective area, such as the Lynx concept.
INTRODUCTION
The detection of the Crab (Staelin & Reifenstein 1968) and Vela pulsars (Large et al. 1968 ) within supernova remnants (SNRs) verified the theory that neutron stars (NSs) are produced in these supernova explosions (Baade & Zwicky 1934) . However, not all likely core-collapse SNRs contain pulsars; some contain NSs in other manifestations, while some show no known compact object at their centres. Failures to detect NSs in deep X-ray surveys of nearby Galactic SNRs suggest that these SNRs produced black holes, exceptionally cold young NSs, or no compact remnant at all (Kaplan et al. 2004 (Kaplan et al. , 2006 . Thus, searching for and identifying NSs in young SNRs is essential to understand supernovae in more detail.
X-ray studies have been one of the most effective means to find NSs in SNRs, as NSs can generate bright X-ray emission through magnetosphere processes, or simply by reradiating heat retained since their formation (which does not require that they be radio pulsars). X-ray observations by Chandra and XMM-Newton have helped reveal that NSs in young SNRs form a very diverse population. Of order 1/3 E-mail: hebbar@ualberta.ca of young core-collapse SNRs have proposed evidence of associated NSs (Kaspi & Helfand 2002) . Considering selection effects, it is plausible that a majority of core-collapse SNRs may contain radio pulsars. A significant number of young SNRs, however, contain central X-ray sources that do not show any signs of radio pulsar activity. These include anomalous X-ray pulsars (AXPs) and soft gamma ray repeaters (SGRs), now understood to be manifestations of high-B (B ∼ 10 14 -10 15 G) NSs known as magnetars (Thompson & Duncan 1995 Woods & Thompson 2006) . At least nine magnetars are now confidently associated with supernova remnants, roughly 1/3 of known magnetars (Olausen & Kaspi 2014; Gavriil et al. 2008; Rea et al. 2016; D'Aì et al. 2016 ). The central X-ray sources in SNRs also include central compact objects (CCOs), showing purely thermal (blackbody-like) X-ray emission without radio or gammaray counterparts (Pavlov et al. 2004) . Three CCOs with detectable pulsations now have estimated B fields (from spindown) in the range 3 × 10 10 < B < 10 11 G (Gotthelf et al. 2013) . Nine to eleven CCOs are now known in SNRs (e.g. Gotthelf et al. 2013; Klochkov et al. 2016 ).
Rapidly rotating pulsars produce energetic charged particles, typically detectable in both radio and X-ray via synchrotron emission, as pulsed emission and/or as an extended pulsar wind nebula Kaspi et al. 2006; Li et al. 2008) . The X-ray spectra of young radio pulsars (τ 10 3 yr) generally include a primary non-thermal component, along with blackbody (BB)-like X-ray emission from the surface, often dominated by the hotter parts of the surface near the magnetic poles (e.g. Pavlov et al. 2001a; De Luca et al. 2005; Manzali et al. 2007 ). These spectra generally have temperatures between 40 and 200 eV when fit by BB models, and inferred radii between 1 and 10 km (e.g. Page et al. 2004) . For old pulsars (τ 10 6 yr), the NS surface becomes cool, and the X-ray emission is primarily due to thermal radiation from heated magnetic polar caps, with weak non-thermal components (e.g. PSR J0437-4715, Zavlin et al. 2002; Bogdanov et al. 2006) . CCO X-ray spectra can be fit by exclusively thermal spectra, with blackbody temperatures of a few hundred eV , while magnetars have more complex spectra (see below), that may be parametrised (below 10 keV) as hot (0.3-0.5 keV) BB plus a hard power-law contribution (e.g. Kaspi & Beloborodov 2017) .
The thermal radiation of the NS is significantly affected by its gravitational mass, radii, magnetic field, surface temperature and the composition of the NS atmosphere (see Potekhin 2014 , for a review). Thus modelling the effects of these parameters on the NS X-ray spectra are essential to learn the properties of the NSs. Strong magnetic fields increase the binding energy of atoms and molecules (e.g. Lai 2001) , affecting the thermal radiation from the NS atmosphere and lead to cyclotron resonance scattering that mimics a separate power-law component (Lyutikov & Gavriil 2006) . The assumption of a hydrogen atmosphere should be valid for most NSs where fall-back or accretion has occurred, since the elements stratify quickly to leave the lightest (generally H) on top (Alcock & Illarionov 1980; Romani 1987; Brown et al. 1998) . Thermonuclear burning of light elements on the hot young NS surface may remove H and He, possibly leaving a C (or higher-Z) atmosphere, if fallback and accretion are kept to very low rates (Chang et al. 2004 (Chang et al. , 2010 Wijngaarden et al. 2019) . The heavy elements in such a mid-Z atmosphere can lead to detectable spectral features (Ho & Heinke 2009; Mori & Ho 2007) . If such features can be confidently identified, the gravitational redshift of these spectral features would be a crucial constraint on the NS mass and radius, and thus on the dense matter equation of state.
SNR 1E 0102.2-7219
The SNR 1E 0102.2-7219 (hereafter, E0102), discovered by the Einstein observatory (Seward & Mitchell 1981) , is the second brightest X-ray source in the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC, we assume a distance of 62 kpc to SMC). The high X-ray flux from E0102 and its strong emission lines of O, Ne and Mg make it an ideal calibration source in soft X-rays for instruments aboard Chandra, Suzaku, Swift and XMMNewton (Plucinsky et al. 2017) . Optical analysis of this SNR and the filaments in its ejecta have revealed the SNR to be an oxygen-rich (Dopita et al. 1981; Tuohy & Dopita 1983 ) SNR with an age of 2050 ± 600 years (Finkelstein et al. 2006; Xi et al. 2019) . Blair et al. (2000) suggested it to have been produced by a Type Ib supernova, based on the non-detection of emission from O burning products (S, Ca, Ar Hα by Seitenzahl et al. (2018) in the fast-moving ejecta of the SNR provide support for a Type IIb nature. Regardless, E0102 is certain to be a SNR formed by the core collapse of a massive star, and thus is expected to have left a compact object. Recently, Vogt et al. (2018) reported the detection of a compact object in E0102, from Chandra X-ray observations (Rutkowski et al. 2010; Xi et al. 2019) , supported by MUSE identification of a low-ionisation nebula surrounding the X-ray point source. However, they did not report a direct, detailed spectral analysis of the X-ray point source, in part due to the complexity of the X-ray background in this region. Density and temperature variations within the SNR can make it difficult to subtract the background directly, leading to large residuals in the background-subtracted spectrum. However, the analysis by Vogt et al. (2018) , using only 4 spectral bins and only rough comparison between simple models and the X-ray data, does not allow discrimination between different possible models for the X-ray emission from NSs.
In this paper, we re-analysed the X-ray data used by Vogt et al. (2018) , to verify the presence of a NS, and study the properties of this NS. In Section 2, we describe our data reduction methods and how we extracted the X-ray spectra. The details of the spectral analysis -the comparison between different models and the effects of background, and the search for pulsations are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss the implications of these results on the properties of the neutron star. The solid red circle (radius 1 ) is our source extraction region. The dashed blue labelled circles denote background regions used in our study (see Section 3.3). Background emission from the SNR contributes significantly to the flux from the source region.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
The supernova remnant E0102 has been extensively observed by Chandra, and used as a calibration source to model the response of the CCD instruments (Plucinsky et al. 2017; Alan et al. 2019) . However, the background X-ray flux from E0102 around the compact object reported by Vogt et al. (2018) is extremely strong, necessitating the high angular resolution of the Chandra X-ray Observatory. We used Chandra ACIS-S VFAINT observations taken in timed exposure mode, and pointed within 1.2 of SNR 1E 0102.2-7219 (α = 01 h 04 m 02. s 4; δ = −72 • 01 55. 3). We excluded observations with signs of background flaring. We provide the list of all observations used for our analysis in Table 1 . We point the readers to Plucinsky et al. (2017); Vogt et al. (2018); Alan et al. (2019) for detailed comments on these observations.
We reprocessed all the data according to CALDB 4.7.6 standards using the command chandra_repro in CIAO 4.10 (Fruscione et al. 2006) . We extracted events from a 1 region around the point source (α = 01 h 04 m 02. s 7; δ = −72 • 02 00. 2) as a compromise between encompassing as large a fraction as possible of the point-spread function (PSF) of the Chandra ACIS-S instrument, and reducing the contribution from the background. This region captures about 90% of energy from a point source at ∼ 1.5 keV. The source and the background regions used for the analysis are shown in Fig 1. These region files were shifted manually for individual observations to account for shifts in the astrometry.
We extracted the spectra from each observation separately using the CIAO tool specextract, which considers the PSF and the encircled energy fractions while constructing the effective area files for the spectral analysis. The increasing contamination of the ACIS detectors has resulted in degradation of their low-energy quantum efficiency over the years 1 (Marshall et al. 2004 ). Thus, individual observations have different effective areas and response matrix files. Assuming a linear response of the instruments, the spectra from these observations can be combined using combine_spectra. The combine_spectra tool of CIAO 4.10 also generates exposure weighted response matrix and ancillary response files (RMFs and ARFs respectively) for proper spectral analysis 2 . The combined spectra have more counts and better statistics, allowing us to resolve narrow lines and test the quality ("goodness") of different models. We grouped the X-ray photons of the combined spectra so that each spectral bin has a width of at least 50 eV (∼ 0.5 times the spectral resolution of Chandra ACIS) and contains at least 15 photons. As uncertainties in the bright background radiation from the supernova remnant itself dominate our uncertainties, we modelled the source spectra along with the background, instead of subtracting the background. We only considered the interval 0.5-10.0 keV, where the Chandra ACIS-S instrument is most responsive. We used XSPEC v12.9.1m for spectral analysis. We adopted C-statistics 3 (Cash 1979) for spectral fitting since it has been shown to be relatively unbiased, compared to χ 2 statistics, to fit Poissonian data (Humphrey et al. 2009 ).
We also verified our primary spectral results from the methods above by modelling all the spectra simultaneously, rather than combining them and modelling the combined spectrum. For this purpose, we combined the spectra from observations in a given year (within each year, the responses change only slightly) using combine_spectra and loaded each of these separately into XSPEC. We then modelled these spectra simultaneously by linking the corresponding parameters for each data set. Grouping the spectra to 15 photons per bin leads to large bins and would miss narrow emission features. Therefore, we grouped the spectra such that each bin contains a minimum of 1 photon, and used C-statistics for our analysis.
In both cases, we compared the quality of different models using the Akaike Information Criterion (Akaike 1974) with correction for small sample sizes (AICc; see Cavanaugh 1997) .
where k is the number of parameters and cstat min is the negative of twice the logarithm of the likelihood of the model, with best-fitting parameters assuming Poisson statistics. A smaller AICc value indicates a better likelihood. The quantity exp((AICc i -AICc j )/2) gives the relative likelihood of model j with respect to model i (smaller AICc values are better fits). However, AICc cannot comment on the absolute quality of the fit of a given model. For this purpose, we used the χ 2 test for the combined spectrum, and the "goodness" simulations of XSPEC, using the Cramer-Von Mises (CvM) statistic (Cramer 1928) for individual spectra analysed simultaneously. XSPEC's "goodness" simulations report the fraction of simulations having a CvM statistic smaller than that for the observed spectrum. A large value of this fraction (e.g. 99%) indicates that the observed spectrum is unlikely to be produced from the given model, and hence the model can be rejected (with 99% confidence).
RESULTS
Given the high background flux, we use a detailed approach to model the background and the source spectra. In Section 3.1, we perform our primary spectral analysis on the combined spectra of E0102. In Section 3.2, we check the role of changing ACIS-S response on our results by loading spectra from each year separately and simultaneously modelling them. In Section 3.3, we also verify our results by using different background models for our analysis. We search for pulsations in E0102 in Section 3.4.
Analysis of combined spectra
We first confirm the presence of a compact object in the supernova remnant. Plucinsky et al. (2017) and Alan et al. (2019) do not consider regions near the candidate compact object in their spectral analysis. We analysed spectra derived from six different nearby background regions, and find that all six regions have similar spectra. Therefore we use these regions together to model the background flux. We fit the background using an empirical model consisting of a hot collisionally ionised plasma model (apec) with no lines (this was achieved in XSPEC using the command xset APEC-NOLINES yes) for the continuum and four Gaussian lines (gaussian) to model the emission line complexes from O, Ne, Mg and Si. We used two components for absorptionwabs (which uses the Anders & Ebihara (1982) abundances) for absorption within the Milky Way, and tbabs with SMC abundances (Russell & Dopita 1992) for absorption by gas in the SMC. (We note that since the absorption within the Milky Way towards the SMC is small, using wabs instead of tbvarabs with Wilms et al. (2000) parameters doesn't change our results significantly.) We fixed the absorption column of the Milky Way in this direction to 5.36 × 10 20 cm −2 , and that of the SMC to 5.76 × 10 20 cm −2 (Plucinsky et al. 2017 ) (allowing these to vary doesn't change the Cstatistics or χ 2 significantly, as they are small). Thus our background model was wabs * tbabs * (apec + gaussian + gaussian + gaussian + gaussian).
Fitting this model gave kT = 1.2 ± 0.3 keV and gaussian lines at E 1 = 0.60 ± 0.01 keV (O complex, σ = 0.065 +0.008 
Note: Our background model is wabs*tbabs*(apec + gaussian + gaussian + gaussian + gaussian). We use N H, M W and N H, S M C values reported in Plucinsky et al. (2017) for our analysis. The tbabs component utilises the SMC values given in Russell & Dopita (1992) to model intrinsic absorption in the SMC. We report the unabsorbed flux in each of these emission lines between 0.5 and 10 keV * Lower error bound reaches the lower hard limit. * * Upper error bound exceeds the upper hard limit.
keV) & E 4 = 1.88 ± 0.03 keV (Si line, σ < 0.07 keV) and a C-statistic value of 10.64 for 16 degrees of freedom (d.o.f). Using this simple empirical model, we found χ 2 /d.o.f = 10.64/16. This corresponds to a null hypothesis probability 4 of p = 0.87, indicating that our background model is a good fit to the observed background spectrum as shown in Fig. 2 . We also check the fits to individual background regions using this model and find that all the parameters are similar within their error limits. In order to check if the source emission can also be explained as only a spatial concentration of the same emission as the background, we fit this background model to the source spectrum (without background subtraction), permitting scaling of the background normalisation. We also allow for slight changes in the central energies of the emission lines, which could be due to different radial velocities. Fitting our background model alone to the source spectrum gives C-statistic/d.o.f. = 132.17/19 ( χ 2 = 119.15). This is a 4 The null hypothesis probability indicates the fraction of simulated data sets drawn from the model that would have larger (worse) statistics than the real data; thus, p = 0.01 would indicate only a 1% probability of obtaining such a poor statistic by chance, and thus that the real data is probably not drawn from the model. very poor fit (p ∼ 10 −16 ) (shown in Fig. 3 ), indicating that additional components are required.
We also check the validity of our method by applying this analysis technique for individual background regions. We extract a spectrum from each background region, and see if each spectrum can be fit by a simple scaling of the combined background model discussed in Table 2 . We find that the χ 2 /d.o.f for background regions 1-6 are 15.24/13, 6.38/12, 22.67/10, 21.81/16, 9.87/13 & 22.41/11, respectively. These fits are much better than our fit of the source spectrum with the combined background model (p 0.15, except for regions 3 and 6 which have p = 0.01, 0.02, respectively.)
We next analyse the source spectrum by adding different models to our background model. We maintain the twocomponent absorption model, with fixed Galactic absorption (wabs)(to 5.36 × 10 20 cm −2 ), but allow the SMC (tbabs) absorption to vary. The results of our analysis are summarised in Table 3 . The simple power-law gives N H,S MC = 9 +8 −4 × 10 21 cm −2 and Γ = 4.6 +0.9
, with a C-statistic value of 22.66. Though this model is a better fit to the data with χ 2 /d.o.f. = 23.93/16 (p = 0.091), such a large value of Γ has not been seen for non-thermal emission from pulsars or pulsar wind nebulae (Li et al. 2008) , but is typical of the values found when power-law models are fit to spectra better described by low-temperature blackbody (BB) or BB-like spectra, typical of NSs.
We therefore consider BB and BB-like models for the spectral fit. We first fit with the bbodyrad model in XSPEC. This gives N H,S MC = 2 +8 −2 × 10 21 cm −2 , T BB = (2.9 ± 0.6) × 10 6 K, R BB = 3 +4 −1 km and C-statistic value of 34.89. This model has χ 2 /d.o.f. = 32.41/16 (p = 0.0088), a poor fit, and fails to explain the emission at higher energies.
Many pulsars show comparable non-thermal X-ray emission, from a magnetosphere and/or pulsar wind nebula (PWN), as thermal X-ray emission from the NS surface (e.g. Pavlov et al. 2004 ). Therefore, we add a power-law with Γ fixed to 2 (typical of pulsar wind nebulae, Li et al. 2008) to include possible non-thermal emission from the magnetosphere and/or PWN. (We also tried allowing the powerlaw index to vary, but this led to the fitting parameters being poorly constrained, without improving the final fit.) As the black body fit is consistent with X-ray emission from a NS, we constrain the maximum radius of the emitting region to 15 km. The best fitting model, shown in Fig. 4a , has N H,S MC = 5.6 +10.7
km. The flux from the power-law component, Flux pl = (3 ± 1) × 10 −15 ergs cm −2 s −1 between 0.5 and 10 keV, and the C-statistic value is 18.11. This model gives χ 2 /d.o.f = 17.33/15 i.e. p = 0.30, indicating an adequate fit. The unabsorbed 0.5-10 keV thermal luminosity, L BB = 6 +11 −2 × 10 33 ergs s −1 , is greater than the non-thermal luminosity, L pl = (1.4 ± 0.4) × 10 33 ergs s −1 .
The harder X-ray component could also be fit with a hotter blackbody of temperature, T BB,h = 6 +8 −1 × 10 6 K and radius, R BB,h = 0.05 − 0.6 km. This model could be interpreted as indicating the presence of hotspots at the magnetic poles of the NS. This model has similar C-& χ 2 statistics as the BB+PL model, but a higher AICc statistic due to one additional fitting parameter. We note that the best fit temperature is at the high end of the observed temperatures 
Flux pl (1.6 ± 1.3) × 10 −15 ergs cm −2 s −1
Note: All the above models were added to the previously specified background model and fit to the observed X-ray spectra without background subtraction. "f" represents the normalisation constant multiplied to the background model before being added to the above models. "Flux pl " represents the unabsorbed flux from the power-law component between 0.2 and 10.0 keV. We fixed the absorption column due to Milky way in the direction of SMC to 5.36 × 10 20 cm −2 (Plucinsky et al. 2017) . We see that the source is best modelled by a neutron star with a carbon atmosphere, or a simple black body with a harder power-law or a hotter black body component. However, due to the high contribution from the background, we cannot conclusively reject other models used in our analysis. * Lower error bound reaches the lower hard limit. * * Upper error bound exceeds the upper hard limit. To constrain the range of possible natures of this NS, we then try fits with a variety of NS atmosphere models. We use the nsmaxg model in XSPEC which has spectral templates for different magnetic fields for hydrogen atmospheres, as well as for heavier elements (Mori & Ho 2007; Ho et al. 2008) . We fix the NS mass to 1.4 M and radius to 12 km and vary the temperature and the normalisation of the NS to fit the spectra. We fix the upper limit of the normalisation parameter to 1, indicating emission from the entire surface. We tried models with magnetic fields B = 10 10 , 10 12 , and 10 13 G. These models fail to explain the emission at hard X-rays (E > 2 keV; p ∼ 0.01 − 0.02 for all NS H atmosphere models). Therefore we add a power-law component with fixed photon index, 2, to the spectra to model possible magnetospheric or PWN emission. Adding a power-law reduces the C-statistic by ∼ 4 while decreasing one degree of freedom (i.e. no significant change in AICc statistic, as seen in Table 3 ). With the power-law, the best fitting models with different B have similar C-statistic values (∼ 25 − 27 for 15 d.o.f), N H,S MC (∼ 2 × 10 21 cm −2 ), effective temperatures, (T e f f ∼ 1.7 × 10 6 K) and radius of the emitting region (R em /R N S ∼ 1). These models give a thermal luminosity L X,th ∼ 4 × 10 33 ergs s −1 in the 0.5 − 10.0 keV range. The large χ 2 ∼ 26 − 27 values for 15 d.o.f (i.e p ∼ 0.02 − 0.03) indicate that NS H atmosphere models do not fit the data well, even after the addition of a non-thermal power-law component. We show the spectral fit with B = 10 13 G in Fig. 4b , and residuals to the spectral fits for all three models in Fig. 4c. Note that a NS H atmosphere spectrum with a given effective temperature, T e f f , is much harder than that of a BB with the same BB temperature T BB , since the emission at higher energies is from hotter layers of the hydrogen atmosphere (e.g. Zavlin et al. 1996) . Thus, while the BB fit has a higher temperature and might indicate the presence of hotpots, the NS hydrogen atmosphere fits have a lower temperature and suggest emission from the complete NS surface. All the hydrogen atmosphere models leave significant residuals around 1 keV. As the hydrogen atmosphere models have broader spectra than the blackbody models (which are more sharply curved), this may be indicating a preference for a blackbody-like shape over the hydrogen atmosphere model shapes. However, considering the complex and bright background, we should consider whether these residuals are caused by complexities in the background subtraction (see § 3.3). If these spectral residuals at ∼ 1 keV are indeed due to a sharper peak in the data than that of the absorbed NS H atmosphere model, they cannot be explained using multiple NS H atmospheres. Allowing for a lower temperature, T e f f ∼ 8×10 5 K and larger absorption can replicate a narrower peak, but such a model would require an emitting region of R em > 25 km, which is not feasible for a neutron star. Since heavier element atmospheres can have different spectral slopes (for example, a C atmosphere shows a sharper decline at ∼ 1 − 2 keV as compared to the H atmospheres; Mori & Ho 2007) , we try to fit the observed spectrum using the C, O and Ne templates provided in nsmaxg.
We find that a carbon atmosphere with B = 10 12 G fits the X-ray spectrum best. This model can also explain the emission at the higher energies without an additional power-law component. Fig. 4d shows the best fitting C atmosphere model. This model gives N H = 9 +12 −7 × 10 21 cm −2 , T e f f = 3.0 +0.5 based on AICc statistics. Using a non-magnetic carbon atmosphere model (e.g., carbatm; Suleimanov et al. 2014) , or a B = 10 13 G carbon atmosphere worsens the fit. Using heavier elements like Ne or O gives no improvement over the hydrogen atmosphere models. Thus the spectral analysis favours a NS with a 10 12 G carbon atmosphere for the compact object in this SNR, though the complexities of background subtraction must be carefully considered (see § 3.3).
Simultaneous spectral analysis for individual years
We also check if the changing response of the Chandra ACIS instrument over time affects the results of our spectral analyses significantly. As the ACIS instrument changes slowly over time, we sum spectra within each calendar year to retain sufficient statistics. We load the spectra from individual years separately into XSPEC, and fit them simultaneously using the models discussed above. We summarise the results of our simultaneous spectral analysis in Table 4 . Note: Variables and notations used have the same meaning as in Table 3 . The last column indicates the value of the Cramer von-Mises statistic (Cramer 1928; Von Mises 1928) and the goodness value corresponding to it. The goodness value indicates the fraction of the realisations of the model which have a CvM statistic smaller than that of the data. A large value (say 95%) indicates that the observed spectrum can be rejected (with 95% confidence). We note that the best fitting values of the parameters are similar to their corresponding values in Table 3 . 
We note that both methods of spectral analysis (fitting the combined spectrum, and simultaneously fitting spectra loaded separately) result in similar parameter values for the different models used. The AICc statistics for the models used follow a similar trend, with the (BB+PL), and NSMAXG with B = 10 12 G C atmosphere, giving the best fits (both these models have similar AICc values). We also note that the change in the C-statistics by the addition of a PL or hotter BB to the single BB model is roughly equal in both cases (∼ 17). The best fitting C atmosphere model is ∼ 6 times better than the 10 13 G H atmosphere model with a power-law (and ∼ 200 times better than the H atmosphere NS model alone). Thus, a blackbody plus non-thermal power-law, or a neutron star with a carbon atmosphere, are the most favourable fits. However, this method of spectral analysis doesn't give much insight into the quality of the individual fits, as XSPEC's goodness simulations indicate that < 5% of the realisations have CvM statistics smaller than the best fitting model in all cases. Another difference between the two methods of fitting is that adding a power-law to the H atmosphere models doesn't change the C-statistics and the AICc value appreciably (∆cstat ∼ 5, ∆AICc < 1 corresponding to < 1.5 times better) while analysing the combined spectrum, but when simultaneously modelling the individual spectra, ∆ AICc ∼ 8; i.e. adding a power-law improves the model by a factor of ∼ 50.
Effects of altering background selection
Given the bright background, it is important to study how our choice of background spectrum affects our spectral modelling. To study the effect of changes in the background on the spectral parameters, we first model the spectra of each individual background region shown in Fig. 1 . We use the background model described above (i.e., wabs*tbabs*(apec + gaussian + gaussian + gaussian + gaussian)) to model the individual background spectra. We find that grouping the background spectra such that each bin consists of at least one photon per bin, and fitting them using C-statistics, gives the best constraints on the parameter values. We then use these various background models to analyse the combined source spectrum (modelling the background and source simultaneously). Using these different background models, we analyse the change in the best fitting parameters when the source is modelled using -wabs*tbabs*bbodyrad, wabs*tbabs*(bbodyrad + pegpwrlw), wabs*tbabs*(nsmaxg + pegpwrlw) (H atmosphere, B=10 13 G) and wabs*tbabs*nsmaxg (C atmosphere, B=10 12 G). Our results are summarised in Table 5. In general, we notice that all the best fitting parameters stay within the same error limits even when the underlying background is modelled differently. However, we do notice that the C-statistics and χ 2 of the best fitting models change significantly. Inspecting the source spectra where BB + PL and nsmaxg with B = 10 12 G C atmosphere models are not good fits, shows that varying the normalisation and width of the background emission lines near the residuals significantly changes the fit quality. For example, when the background is modelled from region 1 alone, fixing σ Mg to 0.07 (from Table 2 ) and allowing Flux Mg to vary reduces the C-statistic by 12.72, while decreasing d.o.f by 1 (i.e ∼ 50 times better according to AICc), giving χ 2 /d.o. f = 19.02/15 (p-value = 0.21, i.e. a good fit). This signifies that properly modelling the background is crucial to understand the quality of a spectral fit. However we do notice that in all cases, a blackbody model with a power-law and a neutron star with a C atmosphere are still better fits than a simple BB or a NS with a H atmosphere. The NS H atmosphere plus power-law model has a reduced χ 2 ( χ 2 ν ) > 1.5 for all the different background models used, due to residuals at ∼ 1 keV. Thus these residuals seem to be real, and not due to incorrect modelling of the background. wabs*tbabs*(nsmaxg + pegpwrlw) (H atmosphere, B = 10 13 G)
× 10 21 cm −2 2.5 +3.8 wabs*tbabs*nsmaxg (C atmosphere, B = 10 12 G)
× 10 21 cm −2 9 +9 −7 × 10 21 cm −2 7 +7 Note: We use the same notations as in Table 3 . Refer Fig. 1 for the locations of the different background regions considered. Though the continuum thermal emission, position, strength and width of emission lines is similar within the error limits, the central values of these parameters can vary for different background regions. Since the thermal emission and the lines are fixed while fitting the source, these differences lead to varying goodness of the fits. For example, for "Region 1" the best fitting width of Mg line is 0 +0.8 −0
as compared to 0.07 ± 0.03 for the combined spectrum. Using zero width for the Mg emission line complex when fitting the source leads to residuals at ∼ 1.3 keV, and thus bad fits. However, allowing all the background parameters to vary would increase the degrees of freedom reduce our confidence in the best fitting models.
Search for X-ray pulsations
Pulsations in the X-ray light curve would reveal the presence of hotspots and their geometry. We check for periodicity in individual observations where the time difference between successive frames (i.e. the time resolution) is ∆t < 1 s. Since the X-ray spectrum indicates a dominant single thermal component, we do not expect the pulse (if any) to have significant harmonics. In addition, the ∼ 1 s time resolution of the ACIS observations used does not allow us to identify harmonics within a single time period (note that even magnetars have spin period of only a few seconds). For 13 observations, ∆t = 0.84 s, allowing us to probe frequencies up to 0.6 Hz. We extract barycentre-corrected light curves from each of these observations with the smallest allowed bin time (=∆t) using the CIAO 4.10 tools axbary and dmextract. We then construct power spectra using the tool apowerspectrum of CIAO 4.10 and normalise them according to Leahy et al. (1983) . Leahy-normalised power-spectra follow a χ 2 distribution with two degrees of freedom. We find a strong pulsation candidate at 0.44 Hz (P = 2.28 s) for ObsID 6765 (Fig. 5) . This frequency has a Leahy-normalised power of 24.7. The single-trial probability of having Leahynormalised power > 24.7 is 4.27 × 10 −6 (∼ 4.6σ). Given that this power spectrum has 5573 frequency bins, this corresponds to a false alarm probability of 0.024. However, we do not find any similarly strong signal in the remaining 12 power spectra (i.e all signals in the remaining 12 power spectra have false alarm probability > 0.35, indicating that these are likely due to Poisson noise). Considering searches over all these power spectra, the false-alarm probability of the 0.44 Hz pulsation candidate rises to 0.31. We also ran a Z 2 n test on the ObsID 6765 using the phase calculated with a constant period P = 2.28s, but do not find clear rotational variability (significance of variability < 2σ). A single longexposure observation of this source would allow a deeper search for pulsations.
DISCUSSION

Absorption
Most of our fits prefer a larger inferred absorption column (up to ∼ 10 22 cm −2 in some cases) than observed for SNR 1E0102.2-7219 (5.76 × 10 20 cm −2 of SMC absorption, plus 5.36×10 20 cm −2 of Galactic absorption Plucinsky et al. 2017 , consistent with the more recent analysis of Alan et al. 2019, which gives N H,Gal = 4.5 × 10 20 cm −2 , N H,S MC = 8 × 10 20 cm −2 ). Recent calculations of the likely internal absorption column to the central NS produced by a ∼ 2000-year-old SNR are much smaller (Alp et al. 2018) . However, we identify three caveats to this apparent discrepancy. First, the constraints on N H are generally quite weak, such that the observed SNR N H cannot be ruled out. Second, any contribution by SNR ejecta to the absorption will have much higher abundances than the SMC in general. Third, the lowionisation gaseous ring (shell?) around the NS discovered by Vogt et al. (2018) showing a peak at 0.44 Hz. The single trial probability of having a Leahy normalized power ≥ 24.7 is 4.27 × 10 −6 . With 5573 frequency bins in this power spectra, this corresponds to a false alarm probability of 0.024. lizzoni et al. 2002; Mignani et al. 2019) . However, whether this optical nebula is even associated with the CCO in Vela Jr. is not certain.
Atmosphere
We found significant residuals when fitting the NS with any hydrogen atmosphere model. However, we found significantly better fits when using a (10 12 G) C atmosphere, or a blackbody plus power-law. This suggests that either this NS hosts a C atmosphere, or that the atmosphere is described by some combination of composition, depth (e.g. an optically thin H atmosphere, which could have accumulated over 2000 years), and/or magnetic field, which we have not tried, and which might be reasonably represented by a blackbody. (Although we have tried a number of models, we cannot claim to have exhausted all the possibilities, especially if the surface is not homogeneous.)
A (non-magnetic) carbon atmosphere spectrum is a good description of the spectrum of the youngest known NS, the CCO in the Cassiopeia A SNR (Ho & Heinke 2009) . Similarly, a carbon atmosphere spectrum can fit the spectrum of three other CCOs (see Section 4.3), two with ages of 1-2 kyr and one much older at 27 kyr (Klochkov et al. 2013 (Klochkov et al. , 2016 Doroshenko et al. 2018) . As shown recently by Wijngaarden et al. (2019) , a carbon atmosphere can be present on a NS of sufficient youth ( 1000 yr), as its high temperature burns any surface hydrogen or helium. After this age, the temperature becomes low enough to allow accumulation of hydrogen even at very low accretion rates from the interstellar medium and thus formation of a hydrogen atmosphere. With an age of 2050 ± 600 yr, E0102 may be near the transition between a carbon atmosphere and a thin hydrogen atmosphere, when the latter approaches an optical thickness τ ν ∼ 1, such as that which seems to exist on (much older) X-ray isolated NSs such as RX J0720.4−3125 (Motch et al. 2003) and RX J1856.5−3754 .
In contrast to the above CCOs that are fit with a carbon atmosphere spectrum which assumes no or low magnetic Figure 6 . Thermal luminosity versus age of E0102 (black star) with respect to known pulsars (green crosses), CCOs (blue circles) and magnetars (red triangles). The shaded region shows the cooling scenario for M = 1.4M , R = 11.6 km and a light element envelope. The upper bound of this region is obtained by only considering superconducting protons, while the lower bound is achieved including superfluidity of neutrons as well. The solid line is the same cooling scenario as the upper bound but with M = 1.2M and an iron envelope. E0102 is brighter than CCOs and pulsars, but less luminous than magnetars of similar age. fields, our best-fit carbon spectrum assumes B = 10 12 G. The spin and spectral properties of three other CCOs Sanwal et al. 2002; Halpern & Gotthelf 2010a; Gotthelf et al. 2013 ) indicate these three CCOs have B ∼ 10 10 −10 11 G (see Section 4.3). A low magnetic field currently could be due to a stronger field that was buried by initial fallback of supernova material and is only now emerging at the surface (Ho 2011 (Ho , 2015 . The emergence timescale depends on the amount of material accreted, such that E0102 could have accreted less and thus its field has already emerged to values typical of pulsars. Alternatively, E0102 could be a magnetar with a subsurface field that is 10 14 G and a surface field that is still emerging. If E0102 is a magnetar, it may undergo a magnetar outburst in the future. This is an interesting prospect given the extensive monitoring of SNR 1E 0102.2−7219 as a calibration source for telescopes such as Chandra and NICER.
Nature of the neutron star:
We also look into the general properties of CCOs, magnetars and young pulsars to further study the nature of E0102 and classify the NS.
De Luca (2008 Luca ( , 2017 ; Halpern & Gotthelf (2010a) summarise all known CCOs 5 . We see that most CCOs have thermal luminosities ∼ 10 33 ergs s −1 ). XMMU J173203.3-344518 in SNR G353.6-0.7 has a thermal luminosity, 1.3 × 10 34 ergs s −1 , comparable with that of E0102, though it requires relatively extreme cooling parameters (Klochkov et al. 2015) . Its X-ray spectrum can be best fit using a two temperature blackbody (kT 1 ≈ 0.4 keV, R 1 ≈ 1.5 km, kT 2 ≈ 0.6 − 0.9 keV, R 2 ≈ 0.2 − 0.4 km; Halpern & Gotthelf 2010b) or a non-magnetic NS with a C atmosphere (kT ≈ 0.19 keV, R ≈ 13 km; Klochkov et al. 2013 ). The observed lack of pulsations supports the C atmosphere model where the entire NS surface emits radiation. Such a nonmagnetised carbon atmosphere, with kT ∼ 0.15 keV and emission from the entire NS, has also been proposed for the CCOs CXOU J232327.9+584842 (in the SNR Cas A, Ho & Heinke 2009), CXOU J160103.1-513353 (in G330.2+1.0, Doroshenko et al. 2018 ) and CXOU J181852.0-150213 (in G15.9+0.2, Klochkov et al. 2016 ). X-ray emission of other CCOs can be adequately fit ( χ 2 ν ≤ 1.1) using a BB (kT ∼ 0.5 keV) or a non-magnetic NS atmosphere (NSA) model (kT ∼ 0.3 keV) (Gotthelf et al. 2013; Halpern & Gotthelf 2010a; Lovchinsky et al. 2011 ). However, a second BB (kT 1 = 0.2 − 0.4 keV, R 1 = 2 − 4km, kT 2 = 0.5 − 0.9 keV, R 2 1km) or NSA component often improves the fit.
Timing solutions of CCOs showing rotational variability (PSR J0821-4300, PSR 1852+0040 and 1E 1207.4-5209) reveal periods between 0.1 & 0.4s, and surface B < 10 11 G, indicating that CCOs have relatively low B fields (Gotthelf et al. 2013; Halpern & Gotthelf 2010a) . The E0102 NS cannot be fit using a single BB or NSA model ( χ 2 ν ∼ 2), and the C atmosphere fit needs a higher magnetic field (B = 10 12 ) and relatively high temperature (kT ∼ 0.3 keV) for a good fit. Although other CCOs show no indications of radio pulsations or synchrotron nebulae, it is not clear whether their observed spindowns correctly indicate their surface B fields. For example, the high pulsed fraction of the NS in Kes 79 strongly indicates a high surface B field, possibly in a strongly multipolar configuration (Bogdanov 2014) . It has been suggested that the low measured fields in CCOs are due to burial of the field by fallback (e.g. Ho 2011), in which case a normal B field for E0102 would not be truly unusual (though it would raise questions about why it has not shown radio pulsar behaviour).
The thermal emission of magnetars with B ∼ 10 14 − 10 15 G in their quiescent state is very similar to that of CCOs and generally cannot be distinguished by X-ray spectra alone. We use the McGill online magnetar catalogue 6 (Olausen & Kaspi 2014 ) to study and compare the X-ray properties of magnetars. Magnetars of age O(10 3 yrs ) have thermal Xray luminosities, L 2−10keV ∼ 10 33 − 10 35 ergs s −1 during their quiescent state, nicely encompassing the E01012 NS's luminosity (see Fig.6 ). Like CCOs, the X-ray spectra of magnetars can be fit using two BB components, or a BB+PL. The observable differences between magnetars and CCOs comes from X-ray variability -magnetars typically show fast, bright outbursts, and/or show pulsations (with periods ∼ 2 − 12 s) revealing rapid spindown indicative of high B fields. Our tentative 2.28 s periodic signal is near the lower limit of the rotation period for known magnetars. We did not identify any long-term X-ray variability from E0102 over the years 2003 -2017 . From Viganò et al. (2013 , we see that the expected outburst rate for magnetars of age 2000 years is ∼ 0.05/yr. Thus the non-detection of an X-ray outburst doesn't rule out the possibility that E0102 could be a magnetar in quiescence.
A thermal component has been detected in very few young (ages below 10 4 years) pulsars with "normal" B-field strengths, B ∼ 10 12 G, due in part to the bright non-thermal pulsed and pulsar wind X-ray emission. Only four radio pulsars have measured thermal X-ray spectral components (each also has nonthermal components) and inferred ages < 10 4 years; these are PSR J1119-6127 (Gonzalez et al. 2005 , τ=1600 years), PSR J1357-6429 (Zavlin 2007 , τ=7300 years), PSR J1734-3333 (Olausen et al. 2013 , τ=8100 years), and PSR B1509-58 (Hu et al. 2017 , τ=1700 years). Interestingly, these four young pulsars all show high magnetic fields; estimating B from P and P, B = 4×10 13 G, 8×10 12 G, 5×10 13 G, and 1.5×10 13 G respectively. Blackbody fits to their thermal components give T = 2.4 +0.3
× 10 33 ergs s −1 for J1119, T = (1.7 ± 0.2) × 10 6 K, R = 2.5 ± 0.5 km, L X,bb ∼ 2 × 10 32 ergs s −1 for J1357, T = (3.5 ± 0.7) × 10 6 K, R = 0.45 +0.55
km, L X,bb ∼ 2 × 10 32 ergs s −1 for J1734, and T = (1.7 ± 0.1) × 10 6 K, R ∼ 9 km, L X,bb ∼ 9 × 10 33 ergs s −1 for B1509. Unusually, the thermal components show extremely strong pulsations in two of these (48-74% pulsed fraction for J1119 Gonzalez et al. 2005; Ng et al. 2012 , >50% pulsed fraction for J1357; J1734 has only an upper limit on the pulsed fraction of <60%, and pulsation searches on B1509's thermal component were not possible due to the strong pulsed nonthermal emission). Such strong pulsations cannot be achieved for any hotspot geometry without substantial radiative beaming, which requires higher B fields > 10 14 G (Bogdanov 2014) . Indeed, J1119 (estimated B = 8 × 10 12 G) underwent a series of transient magnetar bursts (Archibald et al. 2016) , strongly indicating that J1119, and possibly the others, have magnetar-strength internal B fields (e.g. Ho 2011 Ho , 2015 Viganò & Pons 2012; Bernal et al. 2013 ). The E0102 NS has a higher thermal luminosity than these high-B young pulsars, and an apparently larger emitting radius. It appears that if E0102 NS is a radio pulsar, it is likely to resemble these high-B pulsars, and may be a hidden magnetar.
In Figure 6 , we show the luminosity and age of E0102, as well as those of CCOs (see Reynolds et al. 2006; Klochkov et al. 2016 , and references in Luo et al. 2015) and magnetars and rotation-powered pulsars (Chang et al. 2012; Olausen et al. 2013; Viganò et al. 2013; Hu et al. 2017) . The shaded region indicates luminosity as a function of age for theoretical models of NS cooling, assuming a 1.4M NS built using the APR equation of state and a light element envelope. The upper boundary considers slower cooling due to superconducting protons, while the lower boundary considers more rapid cooling due to Cooper pair formation and breaking of superfluid neutrons. Meanwhile, the solid line is for the same model as the upper boundary, but with an iron envelope and 1.2M NS (see Luo et al. 2015 , and references therein, for details). Regardless of the atmosphere model we use, we find a very high thermal luminosity for the E0102 NS, which might be explained either through slow loss of heat from the supernova explosion, or decay of an initially strong magnetic field. Our carbon atmosphere NS spectral model gives a bolometric thermal luminosity L bol = 1.1 +1.6 −0.5 × 10 34 ergs s −1 . Comparing E0102's parameters to other known young NSs, we are struck by E0102's relatively high inferred temperature and thermal luminosity. E0102's thermal luminosity is larger than most rotation-powered pulsars. Only young CCOs like PSR J1852+0040 (in the SNR G33.6+0.1), PSR J0821-4300 (in the SNR Puppis A) and PSR J1210-5226 (in the SNR G296.5+10.0), the young high-B pulsars B1509-58 and J1119-6127, and magnetars have thermal emission within the error limits of E0102's luminosity.
We compare the emitting radius and temperature of the observed blackbody radiation from CCOs, high-B pulsars, and magnetars in Fig. 10 . Unfortunately, this does not clearly distinguish between the three groups of NSsalthough E0102's properties are somewhat unusual for each class, there are members of each class with similar properties.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we used the combined spectra from the Chandra ACIS-S observations of SNR 1E 0102-7219 to argue that the compact object detected by Vogt et al. (2018) in the SNR is a neutron star and to constrain its nature and properties. The observed X-ray spectrum of this source cannot be explained as a concentration of SNR emission, clearly requires an additional soft blackbody-like source, and confirms the detection by Vogt et al. (2018) of a neutron star in this SNR. The emission at higher energies cannot be modelled by a simple BB and requires an additional non-thermal power-law component. Among the NS models, we see that H atmosphere models at any B-field strength fail to fully model the X-ray spectra. Adding a power-law component successfully models the emission at higher energies, but the residuals around ∼ 1 keV are still not explained. A 10 12 G carbon atmosphere NS model better fits these residuals, as well as emission at the higher energies.
The best fit temperature and luminosity of this compact object in E0102 is higher than most NSs observed. Comparing the thermal luminosity to other pulsars indicates that it is unlikely that this compact object is powered by rotation. The high temperature and the presence of hotspots suggest that this source is powered by its high magnetic fields, like the magnetars and some high-B radio pulsars. However, there are a few observed low-B NSs with inferred ages < 10 4 years and similar temperatures, so the emission we see may be heat from the supernova explosion that formed this NS. Identifying and studying young neutron stars like this one is essential to understand the physical mechanisms responsible for the high thermal luminosity.
The greatest challenge in studying this NS is the bright background emission from the SNR itself. Though the parameter values do not change significantly when using different background models, the C-statistic and the χ 2 value indicate the quality of the fits change significantly. The proposed Lynx (The Lynx Team 2018) X-ray mission, with higher effective area, greatly improved spectral resolution, and similar angular resolution as Chandra, would permit a more powerful analysis of such compact objects in bright SNRs. Lynx's high spectral resolution would allow us to identify and filter out the background emission lines from the source spectra. It is also possible that Lynx could measure spectral features (e.g. edges) in NS spectra, identifying the nature of the NS atmosphere. Lynx's higher effective area could also detect X-ray pulsations (if present), permitting the measurement of P and P, and thus constraining the magnetic field strength. The expansion of the study of NS surfaces to nearby galaxies would add greatly to our understanding of NSs.
